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Abstract

prover. The verifier sends a challenge to the prover,
to which the prover replies after some processing
time. The verifier measures the round-trip time between sending its challenge and receiving the reply
from the prover, subtracts the prover’s processing
time and, based on the remaining time, computes
the distance bound between the devices. The verifier’s challenges are unpredictable to the prover and
the prover’s replies are computed as a function of
these challenges. In most distance bounding protocols, a prover XORs the received challenge with a
locally stored value [3] or uses the received challenge
to determine which of the locally stored values it will
return [13, 29]. Thus, the prover cannot reply to the
verifier sooner than it receives the challenge, it can
only delay its reply. The prover, therefore, cannot
pretend to be closer to the verifier than it really is;
only further away.
One of the main assumptions on which the security of distance bounding protocols relies is that the
time that the prover spends in processing the verifier’s challenge is negligible compared to the propagation time of the signal between the prover and the
verifier. If the verifier overestimates the prover’s processing time (i.e., the prover is able to process signals
in a shorter time than expected), the prover will be
able to pretend to be closer to the verifier. If the verifier underestimates this time (i.e., the prover needs
more time to process the signals than expected), the
computed distance bounds will be too large to be
useful.
The challenge in implementing distance bounding
protocols is therefore to implement a prover that is
able to receive, process and transmit signals in negligible time. This requirement can be easily met with
ultrasonic distance bounding implementations where
the prover’s processing needs to be in the order of
µs. However, because ultrasonic distance bounding is vulnerable to RF wormhole attacks [16, 27],

One of the main obstacles for the wider deployment
of radio (RF) distance bounding is the lack of platforms that implement these protocols. We address
this problem and we build a prototype system that
demonstrates that radio distance bounding protocols
can be implemented to match the strict processing
that these protocols require. Our system implements
a prover that is able to receive, process and transmit
signals in less than 1ns. The security guarantee that
a distance bounding protocol built on top of this system therefore provides is that a malicious prover can,
at most, pretend to be about 15cm closer to the verifier than it really is. To enable such fast processing
at the prover, we use specially implemented concatenation as the prover’s processing function and show
how it can be integrated into a distance bounding
protocol. Finally, we show that functions such as
XOR and the comparison function, that were used in
a number of previously proposed distance bounding
protocols, are not best suited for the implementation
of radio distance bounding.

1

Introduction

Distance bounding denotes a class of protocols in
which one entity (the verifier) measures an upperbound on its distance to another (untrusted) entity
(the prover). In recent years, distance bounding protocols have been extensively studied: a number of
protocols were proposed [3, 13, 10, 19, 30, 15, 25,
17, 12, 29] and analyzed [8, 26, 11, 23]. The use of
distance bounding was suggested for secure localization [28], location verification [25], wormhole detection [16, 27], key establishment [22, 32] and access
control [22].
Regardless of the type of distance bounding protocol, the distance bound is obtained from a rapid
exchange of messages between the verifier and the
1

its application is limited to few specific applications
(e.g., [22]). For most applications, radio distance
bounding is the main viable way of verifying proximity to or a location of a device. In this case, the
prover’s processing time needs to be about 1ns which
would, in the worse case, allow a malicious prover
to pretend to be closer to the verifier by approx.
15cm (assuming that the malicious prover is able to
process signals instantaneously). Currently available
platforms do not support such fast processing. This
strict processing requirement has been, so far, one of
the main obstacles for the wider deployment of RF
distance bounding protocols and related solutions.
In this work, we address this problem. We make
the following contributions. We build a prototype
system that demonstrates that radio (RF) distance
bounding protocols can be implemented to match
the prover’s strict processing requirements (i.e., that
the prover’s processing time is below 1ns). We use
concatenation as the prover’s processing function
and implement it using a scheme that we call Challenge Reflection with Channel Selection (CRCS).
Our implementation eliminates the need for signal
conversion and demodulation since it does not require that the received challenges are interpreted by
the prover before the prover responds to them. Our
prover is therefore able to receive, process and transmit signals in less than 1ns. We design a distance
bounding protocol that uses concatenation, implemented with CRCS, as the prover’s processing function and we analyze its security; we base this protocol on Brands and Chaum’s original distance bounding protocol [3].
We further show that processing functions such as
XOR and the comparison function, that were used
in a number of proposed distance bounding protocols, are not best suited for the implementation of
radio distance bounding. The main reason is that,
although XOR and comparison can be executed fast,
these functions require that the radio signal that carries the verifier’s challenge is demodulated, which,
with today’s state-of-the-art hardware, results in
long processing times (typically ≥ 50ns). The design and implementation of the distance bounding
protocol based on concatenation shows that the use
of functions which require that the prover demodulates (interprets) the verifier’s challenge before responding to it is not necessary for the implementation of distance bounding.
To our knowledge this work is the first to propose
a realizable distance bounding protocol using radio
communication, with a processing time at the prover
that is low enough to provide a useful distance granularity.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. In
Section 2 we describe the basic operation of distance
bounding protocols. In Section 3, we discuss prover’s
processing functions and their appropriateness for
the implementation of radio distance bounding. In
Section 4 we describe the design of our distance
bounding protocol and in Section 5 we analyze its
security. In Section 6 we present our implementation and our measurement results. In Section 7 we
discuss related work and we conclude in Section 8.

2

Background on Distance Bounding
Protocols

Distance bounding protocols were first introduced
by Brands and Chaum [3] for the prevention of
mafia-fraud attacks on Automatic Teller Machines
(ATMs). The purpose of Brands and Chaum’s distance bounding protocol was to enable the user’s
smart-card (verifier) to check its proximity to the
legitimate ATM machine (prover).
The core of all distance bounding protocols is the
distance measurement phase (shown in Figure 1),
wherein the verifier measures the round-trip time
between sending its challenge and receiving the reply from the prover. More precisely, the verifier
challenges the prover with a b-bit freshly generated
nonce Nv (typically b = 1). Upon reception of the
challenge, the prover computes a response f P (Nv ),
and sends it to the verifier. This process is repeated
k times. After the challenge-response exchange the
verifier verifies the authenticity of the replies (in this
step distance bounding protocols differ) and measures the time tVs − tVr between the challenge and
the response. Based on the measured times, the verifier estimates the upper-bound on the distance to
P
the prover. The time tP
s − tr between the reception of the challenge and the transmission of the response at the prover is either negligible compared to
V
the propagation time tP
r − ts or is lower bounded by
the prover’s processing and communication capabilP
ities δ, i.e., tP
s − tr ≥ δ.
After the execution of a distance bounding protocol the verifier knows that the prover is within a
certain distance, namely:
dist =

tVs − tVr − δ
·c
2

where δ is the processing time of the prover (ideally
0) and c is the propagation of the radio signal.
Although the designs of distance bounding protocols differ [3, 13, 10, 19, 30, 15, 25, 17, 12, 29],
given their common distance measurement phase,
2
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Figure 1: The distance measurement phase of distance bounding protocols consists of a rapid exchange of
messages where the verifier measures the round-trip time between sending its challenges and receiving the
replies from the prover.
The main challenge is therefore to design distance bounding protocols which use prover processing functions f (Nv ) that can implemented such that
they can be executed in ≤ 1ns. Before presenting a
function that is well suited for this purpose, we first
discuss functions that were used in distance bounding protocols that are proposed in the open literature.

their security relies on the same underlying ideas.
We briefly summarize them here. Distance fraud attacks [3], in which the prover tries to pretend to be
closer to the verifier, are prevented by the following: (i) the prover cannot generate the reply before
it receives the challenge and (ii) the duration of time
the verifier accounts that the prover will process the
reply is not longer than the prover’s actual processing time. The Mafia-fraud (or man-in-the-middle MITM) attack [9], by which an attacker convinces
the verifier that the prover is closer than it really
is, is prevented since the attacker cannot predict exchanged challenges/replies and since it cannot spedup the propagation of messages (the messages propagate at the speed of light over a radio channel).
Given this, the attacker cannot shorten the distance
measured between the verifier and the prover.
Distance bounding protocols therefore provide the
verifier with an upper-bound on its physical distance
to the prover.
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The first (obvious) candidate processing functions
are various encryption functions, hash functions,
message authentication codes and digital signatures;
the use of digital signatures for this purpose was proposed by Beth and Desmedt in [1]. The use of such
functions would largely simplify the design of distance bounding protocols; it would be sufficient to
use well studied challenge-response authentication
protocols [2] where the verifier would measure the
round-trip time between the issued challenge and the
received response. However, the processing time for
these functions even with the fastest available implementations by far exceeds the required processing
time.

Functions Appropriate for Distance
Bounding Realization

In [3] Brands and Chaum proposed a distance
bounding protocol that uses XOR as a processing
function. In this protocol the prover XORs the verifiers challenge with the value that the prover wants
to transmit back and sends the result back to the
verifier. The main reasoning behind this choice was
that XOR is a fast operation and that it should be
feasible to execute it within the required processing time. Hancke and Kuhn [13] propose a distance
bounding protocol where the prover, based on the
verifier’s challenge chooses from which of the two local registers it should send a value back. Again, one
of the main reasons for choosing this function was
that such a function (comparison and access) can be
executed fast.

As discussed in Section 2, one of the main assumptions on which the security of distance bounding
protocols relies is that the time that the prover is
allowed to spend in processing the verifier’s challenge is negligible compared to the propagation time
V
tP
r − ts of the signal between the prover and the verifier. In most applications, the prover’s processing
time would therefore need to be around 1ns. This
would, in the worse case, allow a malicious prover to
pretend to be closer to the verifier by approx. 15cm
(assuming that the malicious prover is able to process signals instantaneously). Such short processing
time cannot be achieved with existing platforms.
3

Although XOR and comparison can be executed
fast, these functions require that the radio signal
that carries the verifier’s challenge is converted from
an analog to a digital signal (ADC) and demodulated. Only when it is demodulated, the challenge
can be used by the prover in an XOR function or
for the selection of the register. Equally, in order to communicate the reply back to the verifier,
the prover needs to modulate the signal and convert it from the digital to the analog signal (DAC).
These steps, signal detection, ADC/DAC conversion
and signal modulation/demodulation, increase the
provers processing delay by approx. 170ns [24], not
including possible RX/TX switching costs1 . The implementations of an XOR or of a comparison function that require the signals to be digitalized and demodulated therefore require such processing which,
using today’s state-of-the-art hardware, is not sufficiently fast to meet the security requirements of
distance bounding protocols. Even if some processing steps can be sped-up or removed, the prover will
still need a way of (reliably) detecting if it received
a challenge that corresponds to a bit ”0” or a bit
”1”, which requires some processing and thus reduces
the security guarantees of the protocol. Namely,
every nanosecond of additional processing in the
implementation of the prover means that a malicious prover with a faster implementation shorten
the measured distance even further.
In what follows, we show that the choice of a concatenation function as the prover’s processing function, when implemented using a scheme that we call
Challenge Reflection with Channel Selection (CRCS)
eliminates the need for signal conversion and demodulation since it does not require that the received
challenges are interpreted by the prover before the
prover responds to them. The prover, implemented
using CRCS is therefore able to receive, process and
transmit signals in less than 1ns.
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Figure 2: The verifier measures the time between
sending a challenge signal c(t) and receiving the reply signal r(t) = r1 (t) + r2 (t). If c(t) = r(t), the distance bound to the prover is then given by (tr −t0 )·c,
where c is the speed of light.
given by the following table.
Nv [i]

Np [i]\

CAT :
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Verifier: Calculation of the Distance Bound

In order for concatenation to be useful for distance bounding, we implement it by Challenge Reflection with Channel Selection. Our implementation uses three (non-overlapping) communication
channels. The verifier sends its challenge bits to
the prover using one communication channel (C0 ),
whereas the prover replies using two communication
channels (C1 , C2 ) (Figure 2). While it is receiving
the verifier’s challenge bit (i.e., the signal that encodes it), the prover is responding with the same
signal (bit), but it is sending it on either channel C1
or channel C2 , depending on its current input bit
Np [i]. For every challenge bit that it received from
the verifier, the prover therefore transmits two bits
of the reply back to the verifier, encoded in the form
of the signal (it reflect back the same signal that it
received) and of the response channel (it chose the
channel on which to reply). The response r = 10 is
then interpreted as: the challenge bit 1 is reflected
on channel C1 , where the channel C1 denotes bit 0,
and channel C2 denotes bit 1). The prover therefore
implements challenge reflection with channel selection. Note that, although the prover replies with two
bits for each challenge bit, the duration of transmission of those two bits is the same as for a single
bit of the verifier’s challenge, since the second bit of
the prover’s reply is encoded in the form of channel
selection. This is illustrated on Figure 2.
The schematic of our prover implementing CRCS
is shown on Figure 3. The figure shows the signal in

Prover: Concatenation Implemented using Challenge Reflection With Channel Selection

In this section we describe our implementation of
concatenation as the prover’s processing function.
Bit concatenation CAT : Np [i] × Nv [i] → r[i] =
Nv [i]||Np [i] takes as input the verifier’s challenge bit
Nv [i] and the prover’s input bit Np [i] and returns a
two-bit reply r[i] = Nv [i]||Np [i]. CAT is therefore
1 We are not aware of the radio design that can perform
these operations faster.
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Response

Challenge

bound by the verifier (the signals are shown in the
time domain). The verifier notes the exact time
t0 when it starts transmitting the challenge bits
Nv [i], ...Nv [k] encoded in the signal r1 (t), and then
listens on the two reply channels C1 and C2 (that
correspond to the frequencies fc + f∆ and fc − f∆ ).
When a reply comes back (e.g., on channel C1 ) the
verifier will mark the exact time tr of the arrival of
the signal. The verifier will then wait for the arrival
of the entire challenge, noting for every time slot on
which channel the reply was sent. After the entire
nonce has been received and processed by the radio,
the verifier checks that the data bits in the reply are
the same as those sent in the challenge, i.e., that
c(t) = r1 (t) + r2 (t). If that is the case, the distance
bound is then computed as (tr −t0 )·c, where c is the
speed of light. This bit comparison is important for
the security of our distance bounding protocol (as
we detail in Section 4); it can be efficiently done using autocorrelation, which can then simultaneously
be used to calculate the time difference (e.g., as it is
used in GPS [20]).

High-pass filter

Low-pass filter

Voltage Controled
Oscilator (VCO)

Figure 3: Schematic of the prover (i.e., of the implementation of concatenation as its processing function using CRCS). The figure shows the signal in
the frequency domain at various stages of the circuit. The challenge-signal (with center frequency
fc ) is received by the receiving antenna (on the left)
and multiplied by f∆ . This multiplication shifts the
signal by ±f∆ to the channels on two sides of the
original channel. The bit of the prover’s nonce Np [i]
determines which of the two channels is used to send
the response on the transmitting antenna (on the
right).
the frequency domain as it passes through various
stages of the prover’s circuit. The prover receives
the challenge-signal (centered at the frequency fc )
on the receiving antenna. The received signal is then
multiplied by f∆ which creates two signals on two
channels each with central frequencies fc + f∆ and
fc − f∆ , respectively. The current bit of the prover’s
nonce Np [i] determines which of the two channels are
used to send the response signal on the transmitting
antenna. The verifier’s signal is thus reflected back
on the channel selected by the prover. Here, the
verifier’s challenge bit can be encoded in the challenge signal using e.g., Pulse Amplitude Modulation
(PAM) or Binary Phase Shift Keying Modulation
(both of which are used with Ultra-Wide-Band ranging systems). The prover’s response carries two bits,
one encoded in the signal that it sends back (the
same bit that it received by the verifier), and the
other encoded in the channel on which it responds
(i.e., Np [i]).
Here, signal multiplication and selection are done
using analog components only. Namely, the challenge signal passes through an analog mixer where
it is multiplied with a local oscillator signal with a
frequency f∆ . This mixer outputs two signals on
frequencies fc + f∆ and fc − f∆ , which are separated
by a high-pass and a low-pass filter, respectively. Finally, the Np [i] bit (which the prover have committed to), determines which of the two signals will be
transmitted back to the verifier.
Figure 2 shows the calculation of the distance

4

Distance Bounding Realization

In this section we present our distance bounding protocol and its realization. The protocol uses concatenation implemented using CRCS as the prover’s processing function. The main security properties that
we want our protocol to achieve are resilience to distance fraud and Mafia fraud attacks.
Our protocol is shown in Figure 4. It closely
resembles the original protocol of Brands and
Chaum [3], except that it does not use rapid bit exchange, but instead uses full duplex communication
with signal streams. XOR is replaced with the concatenation function, and additional checks by the
prover and the verifier are added to make sure the
implementation of concatenation using CRCS does
not introduce vulnerabilities.
The prover starts the protocol by picking a fresh
(large) nonce Np . The prover then sends a commitment to the nonce (e.g., a signed hash of the nonce)
to the verifier. Already now, the prover will activate
its distance bounding hardware and set the output
channel according to the opposite of the first bit of
the nonce Np . From this moment, any signal that
the prover receives on channel C0 will be reflected on
the output channel that is set. However, the prover
does not yet start switching between output channels.
Upon receiving the commitment, the verifier picks
a fresh (large) nonce Nv and prepares to initiate the
distance bounding phase in which it will measure
5

P (Prover)

V (Verifier)

Pick Np
sign(commit(Np ))

/
Pick Nv
Nv

r ← CRCS(Nv , Np )



Record ∆t
/

r

Np′ ← channel(r)
sign(V,Np ,Nv )

/
Verify ∆t, Nv , Np , sign(V, Np , Nv )

Figure 4: RF distance bounding protocol.
the distance bound to the prover. The verifier starts
a high precision clock to measure the (roundtrip)
time of flight of the signal and begins to transmit
his nonce Nv on channel C0 . From this point on, the
verifier will also listen on the two reply channels C1
and C2 and will keep listening on the two channels
until he either receives the expected response from
the prover or until he detects an error and aborts
the protocol.
As soon as the prover receives (and demodulates)
the first bit of Nv on C0 , he starts switching reply channels according to the bits of his nonce Np .
Here, we note that while the first few bits are being
demodulated, the prover is still reflecting the input
(challenge) bits, but he did not start the switching of the channels (i.e., he did not start sending
back Np ). The demodulation of the bits is not done
within the distance bounding hardware (that we call
the distance bounding extension), but is done in the
prover’s regular radio. It is not important how long
it takes for the prover’s radio to demodulate the
first bits, since the prover does not need to begin
to switch the output channels within any predefined
time (as long as the switching starts within the duration of Nv and allows the transmission of Np ).
Equally, the first part of Nv could be known and
constitute a public, fixed-length preamble upon the
detection of which the prover would start switching
the channels (i.e., would start sending Np ).
When the prover starts sending Np , he will send
the bits of Np with a fixed frequency (e.g., every 500ms) by switching channels depending on the
value of the current bit (Figure 2). In each interval,
the prover will therefore reflect back several bits of
Nv and a single bit of Np . The bit of Np is encoded
in the choice of the reply channel. The prover will,
in parallel, also receive the challenge on channel C0
using his regular radio and will demodulate it.
When the verifier has sent all the bits of his nonce,
he waits for the prover to complete the reflection of

the signal and then both the prover and verifier disable their distance bounding extensions. The verifier can then use an auto-correlation detector like
the ones used in GPS receivers [20] to determine the
exact time of flight of the reflected signal. This can
also be done during the distance bounding phase,
i.e., in parallel to the analog distance bounding circuit.
After the (time-critical) distance bounding phase
is complete the prover sends a signed message containing his nonce Np , the identity of the verifier V
and the verifier’s nonce Nv to the verifier. The verifier must then check five things:
• That all the bits of Np reflected by the prover
are of the same width (time duration). This
is necessary to prevent mafia fraud and is described in more detail in Section 5.3.
• The data that was reflected back from the
prover must be exactly the same as what was
sent. I.e., when the signal r(t) = r1 (t) + r2 (t)
is demodulated, the message must contain Nv .
This is visualized in Figure 2.
• The value of Np′ obtained during the distance
bounding phase must match the commitment
sent in the first protocol message.
• The signature of the final message must be valid
and it must correspond to the expected identity
of the prover.
• The time of flight of the signal ∆t must be less
than some predefined upper limit tmax . The
upper limit is application dependent. E.g., it
can be the radius of some region of interest, or it
can be the (estimated) maximum transmission
range of the radio.
The order is which these checks are performed is
not important but all checks must pass for the distance bound to be accepted. If all the checks pass,
6

ing protocols can be extended to generally protect
against this attack.

the verifier calculates the distance to the prover as
d=

∆t − δp
·c
2

(1)

5.2

Where c is the speed of light and δp is the very small
processing delay of the prover. In our implementation δp < 1ns resulting in a maximum error on about
15cm.

5

Distance fraud is an attack performed by a malicious
prover and consists of the prover trying to shorten
the distance measured by the verifier.
The verifier uses equation (1) to calculate the distance to the prover. For the prover to “shorten”
the distance to the verifier (without actually moving closer) he must manipulate the verifiers calculation and the only thing the prover can influence is
∆t. For the prover to reduce the ∆t measured by
the verifier, thereby reducing the distance, he must
make his replies arrive at the verifier sooner than
they otherwise would, i.e., he must guess the correct
reply (i.e., guess the challenge) and send it before
the verifier expects. In our protocol, the reply which
the prover must send back is the signal he receives
on channel C0 . In order to do this, the prover must
guess the content of the challenge signal since the
content of the reply is checked by the verifier as a
part of the verification process. The content of the
challenge is Nv and the probability of successfully
guessing that is given by 2|N1v | .
Attacks that rely on manipulation of the modulation scheme, e.g., “late commit” attacks described by
Hancke and Kuhn [14] will not work on this protocol
because the verifier uses auto-correlation to find the
exact time-of-flight of the signal (as it is done in GPS
receivers [20]) rather than using a peak or energy detector. This means that any manipulation done to,
say, the first symbol of the response will not have any
effect unless all subsequent symbols are also shifted
forward. This would require the malicious prover to
guess all the symbols in advance and can therefore
only be done with negligible probability of 2|N1v | .
The same argument applies to attacks where the
prover tries to guess the first bit of the nonce [8].
Because the prover doesn’t store and forward the
nonce, but instead must reflect it directly, the prover
would have to guess all the bits of the verifier’s nonce
to perform the attack. We can therefore conclude
that the prover can commit distance fraud only with
probability 2|N1v | .

Security Analysis

In this section we analyze the resistance of our protocol to distance fraud and mafia fraud, as well as
attacks against CRCS.

5.1

Distance Fraud

System And Attacker Model

We consider three nodes, the prover P , the verifier
V and the attacker M . The goals for the three participants are as follows: the verifier wants to acquire
an upper bound on the distance to the prover, i.e.,
the verifier wants to know that the prover is closer
than a certain distance. The prover wants to prove
to the verifier that he is within a certain distance.
The goal of the attacker is to disrupt this process
such that the verifier obtains an incorrect distance
bound. The verifier holds an authentic public key
of the prover. The attacker and the prover do not
collude. The attacker corresponds to the standard
Dolev-Yao attacker that controls the network and
thus can eavesdrop on all the communication between the prover and the verifier, can arbitrary insert and remove messages to/from the communication channel. She is equally free to transmit nonsensical signals. The attacker knows the public parameters of the distance bounding protocol and the type
of hardware used by the nodes and thus the processing times of the prover’s and verifier’s radios. She is
only limited by the fact that it does not have access
to the secrets that are held by the prover and the
verifier and cannot break cryptographic primitives.
We consider two attacks: Distance fraud, where
the prover tries to shorten the measured distance
bound, and Mafia fraud where the attacker tries to
shorten the bound (but does not collude with the
prover). We show that our protocol resists both
attacks. There is a third type of attack in which
the attacker colludes with the prover and has access
to some, but not all, of the secret key material of
the prover (e.g., only nonces and short-term secrets).
This attack is often called the terrorist attack. We
do not specifically address terrorist attacks, but it
has been shown [4] that if needed, distance bound-

5.3

Mafia Fraud

Mafia fraud is an attack performed by an external
attacker that physically resides closer to the verifier
than the prover. The attack aims to make one of
the parties (either the prover or the verifier or both)
believe that the protocol was successfully executed
7

when, in fact, the attacker shortened the distance
measurement. The requirement that the attacker be
closer to the verifier than the prover is only necessary
because, if the attacker is further away the attack is
trivially defeated by the protection against distance
fraud attacks.
In order for an external attacker to shorten the distance measured by the verifier, the attacker must respond before the prover during the distance bounding phase. However, because of the checks performed
by the verifier at the end of (or during) the distance
bounding phase, it is not sufficient to just reply before the prover, the attacker must also make the
value of his nonce match the commitment sent by
the prover in the beginning of the protocol. Since
the attacker can not find a nonce to match the commitment sent by the prover, e.g., find a collision for
the hash function used to generate the commitment,
the attacker is forced to replace the provers commitment with his own, thereby passing the commitment check. However, the attacker cannot fake the
prover’s signature in the final message so he cannot
confirm the nonce.
The attacker can get the prover to reply before
the prover receives Nv , e.g., by sending his own early
signal to the prover, however, this will result in the
prover getting Nv′ 6= Nv which will be detected by
the verifier in the final message. This assumes that
any malicious change to the signal will result in a
change in the demodulated nonce Nv . If that cannot be guarantied, e.g., because of the sample rate at
the prover or the modulation scheme used for communication, the prover can record the raw incoming
signal and send it back to the verifier. The verifier
can then, e.g., use autocorrelation to make sure the
signal received by the prover is the same as what the
verifier sent.
We can therefore conclude that an attacker can
only commit mafia fraud if he can break, either the
commitment scheme or the signature scheme used in
the protocol.
Because of the way the distance bounding radio
extension is designed it is possible for an attacker
to get the current bit of the provers nonce. As explained in Section 3.1, the prover’s radio extension
will shift any signal that arrives on the center channel to either channel C1 or channel C2 depending on
the current bit of the provers nonce. An attacker
can exploit this to get the current bit of the prover’s
nonce without the prover’s knowledge. If the attacker sends a very weak signal, e.g., a DSSS [21]
signal with a spreading code known only to the attacker, the attacker can determine what channel the
response is sent back on, and therefore the current

Bit 1

Bit 2 Bit 3

Bit 1 Bit 2 Bit 3

Figure 5: Man in the middle attack (Mafia fraud).
The figure shows the timing of the messages sent by
the verifier (V), the attacker (M) and the prover (P).
Even if the attacker is able to learn the value of the
first bit on the prover’s nonce, the attack will fail
because the attacker is forced to make the first bit
longer than the subsequent bits if he wants to reply
early.
bit of the prover’s nonce. Unless this is prevented,
the attacker can use this information to perform a
successful mafia fraud attack.
In order to prevent this attack the prover must
make sure not to expose all the bits of his nonce
before they are needed. There are two ways this
can be ensured: Either the prover must only enable his distance bounding hardware once he is sure
that the verifier has started his transmission or he
must make sure that his reply bits (of Np ) are of exactly the same duration. Of course the time duration
must also be known and later checked by the verifier. Our protocol uses the second method. Figure 5
illustrates how this measure prevents the attack. In
the example of this figure the attacker obtains the
value of the first bit of the provers nonce, and uses
it to reply early to the verifier’s challenge. However,
because the prover doesn’t expose the second bit of
his nonce until after the duration of the first bit has
expired, the attacker is forced to make the first bit
’too long’, thus getting detected.
In order to perform this attack, the attacker would
need to guess all the bits of Np , which she can do
only with the probability 2|N1 p | .

6

Implementation and
Measurements

In this section, we describe our implementation of
the prover and the related measurement results.
Our prototype can be seen on Figure 6. The central part of the prototype is the mixer (1) which
is responsible for shifting the received challenge up
and down in frequency. The signal from the receiving antenna comes in from the right (A) and passes
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Figure 8: Processing time at the prover. The ten
different delay measurements where done using our
measurement setup described in Section 6.1. The
figure shows that the variation in processing time is
small (σ = 61.22ps) and that the average processing
delay is µ = 912.92ps. I.e., less than 1ns.

Figure 6: This picture shows the prototype implementation of the prover. It consists of a mixer (1), a
high-pass filter (2), a low-pass filter (3), four amplifiers (4) (only two visible), a 1dB attenuator (5) and
a terminating resistor (6). The signal from the receiving antenna (A) is mixed with the local oscillator
(B) and sent to the transmitting antenna (C). The
yellow wires are power (+5V). This prototype is an
implementation of the scheme described in Figure 3.

noise (later we show that the same setup works using
wireless communication as well). The challenge signal sent on channel C0 is a 3.5GHz sine, modulated
by a 1Hz pulse so it is easy to see and capture the
start of a new “bit”. Our response signal is sent back
on channel C2 at 4.0GHz (i.e., fc = 3.5GHz and
f∆ = 0.5GHz). We generated the 3.5GHz challenge
using a function generator. The generated signal is
split by a power splitter and one end is fed, via a
1 meter cable, into our prototype. The other end
was connected to a 40Gs/s oscilloscope, via another
1 meter cable, to provide the ground truth signal to
which we compare the delay of our prototype. Because both cables have the same length, the 3.5GHz
signal (the challenge) will arrive at the same time
at the oscilloscope and at the reception point of our
prototype. The output (the response) from the prototype is plugged directly into another input of the
same oscilloscope (keeping the signal path as short
as we could make it using this setup).
Figure 7(a) shows the two signals. The top (yellow) signal is coming directly from the function generator. It is an exact copy of the signal that arrives
at the input of our prototype (this signal arrives
at the oscilloscope and at the prototype input at
the same time). The bottom (green) signal is what
comes out of our prototype implementation. It is a
4.0GHz signal, i.e., the original signal shifted up by
500MHz. We see that the difference in arrival times
between these two signals (i.e., the processing time of
the prover) is 0.888ns. As described in Section 2 the
delay at the prover determines the theoretical advantage a powerful attacker might get. If we translate
0.888ns into distance, the maximum theoretical distance by which an attacker will be able to shorten
its distance is about 12cm.
We repeated this measurement 10 times, using the
same setup. Figure 8 shows all 10 measured processing times along with their average value and a 95%

through four amplifiers (4) to bring it up to a power
level where is can be mixed by our mixer. The local 500MHz sine wave used for the mixing, comes
in from the bottom of the figure (B) and is passed
through a 1dB attenuator (5) to bring it to the same
level as the radio signal before mixing. The output of
the mixer is split in two and each is passed through
either a high-pass filter (2) or a low-pass filter (3) to
eliminate the unwanted channel. In this prototype
we did not implement the switching mechanism. Instead channel C2 is fed directly to the transmission
antenna (C). In order for the signal to split properly,
both sides must have a similar load. for this reason
we added a 50Ω resistor (6) to terminate the unused
channel C1 . The implementation of the switching
mechanism can be done using a simple transistor
based switch. We note, that the switch can only
marginally increase the processing delay since, once
set to a particular channel, the switch essentially
acts as a piece of very short wire connecting the
setup to the antenna. This prototype is an implementation of the scheme described in Figure 3.

6.1

2

Delay At The Prover

We first wanted to see if our prototype implementation could receive a signal, shift it to another channel
and transmit it back to the verifier in ≤ 1ns.
In order to test this, we first transmit the challenge and response signals through cables so as to
better be able to control signal strength and reduce
9

Processing delay

Total delay

0.888ns

Antenna cable
delay

Processing
delay

(a) Cable

12.87ns

11.98ns

0.888ns

(b) Wireless

Figure 7: The delay of the prover’s distance bounding radio extension. The top signal is measured at the
reception antenna of the provers radio and is transmitted on channel C0 at 3.5GHz. The bottom signal is
measured at the transmission antenna and is being transmitted at the C2 channel at 4.0GHz. The delay
between them, and thus the prover’s processing time is 0.888ns.
“antenna cable delay”. The output of the prototype
was passed through a high-pass filter and the input passed through a low-pass filter to prevent the
transmitting antenna from feeding back into the receiving antenna. The oscilloscope used to measure
the difference in arrival time also had filters to separate the ground truth signal, i.e., the signal coming
directly from the function generator from the one
being transmitted by the prototype. The filters allowed for a full duplex wireless channel to be created
between our wireless prototype and the function generator and oscilloscope.
It should be noted that the channel switching
mechanism of our prototype is ideal for a wireless implementation. Any wireless distance bounding protocol needs more than one channel (i.e., full duplex)
in order to reply as fast as possible. Encoding the
prover’s reply in the choice of channel means that
the solution is strait forward to apply without causing interference between the prover and verifier.

confidence interval. We see from the figure that the
processing time of the prover is stable between 0.8ns
and 1ns.
Note that if the same setup would have been implemented in an integrated circuit, the signal path
would be a lot shorter and consequently the processing time would have been smaller. We therefore do
not claim that our prototype is the best that can be
achieved, rather it shows the processing time that
can be achieved using standard SMA components.

6.2

Wireless Implementation

Since distance bounding protocols are primarily useful in wireless environments, in this section we show
that our prototype equally enables distance bounding using wireless communication (instead of wires).
The basic construction of the prover is the same as
in the wired setup, except that the prototype input
and output are connected to antennas. The function
generator that generates the verifiers signal and the
oscilloscope used to measure the round trip time are
likewise connected to antennas.
The result of the wireless implementation can be
seen in Figure 7(b). Unfortunately we had to use
SMA cables of about 1m to connect the antennas
because of the way the antennas are mounted. In
addition there was about .1m between the transmission antenna and the receiving antenna. This results
in a delay introduced by the cables and the space
between the antennas referred to on Figure 7(b) as

7

Related Work

Distance bounding, as a concept, was first proposed
by Brands and Chaum in [3] who introduced techniques enabling a verifier to determine an upperbound on the physical distance to a prover (as summarized in Section 2). In addition, they considered the case where the verifier also authenticates
the prover in addition to establishing the distance
bound.
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